Outsource to America™
Delivering Workforce Resilience

The Situation
The COVID-19 crisis demonstrates that immediate disease
propagation is now added to the risks of war, catastrophic weather
events, political upheaval and global economic crises

This requires IT and business ops workforce resilience
American business must perform during crises, retain its
competitive edge and maintain national security by deploying a
resilient domestic IT and Ops workforce cost effectively
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Delivering Workforce Resilience
reduces offshore dependence and risk at no additional cost

improves business,
IT and Ops
performance

drives
employment

revitalizes
cities

enhances
national security
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Enabling IT Workforce Resilience
automation and w@h reduces offshore dependence and risk
+

+
GalaxE’s automation
drives seamless
knowledge transfer and
achieves accuracy and
consistency in delivery

proven w@h infrastructure
and protocols enables
real-time team utilization
across the United States

led by GalaxE subject
matter experts that average
12+ years of IT experience
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Proprietary Solution Forged from 30 Years of Practical
Application At Fortune 500 Disrupters

GxFource™ combines a pervasive use of automation, deployment via trusted playbooks,
exceptionally trained and experienced talent and a suite of end to end services.

Products

Playbooks

Our data-driven automation delivers a holistic
enterprise view of existing systems and processes.

State-of-the art, time-tested GxFource™ playbooks
are the path to successful transformation.

Services

Experts
Seasoned, engagement specialists and
handpicked GxFource™ certified engineers.

GxFource™ includes a full spectrum of
transformative platform-driven services.

“If someone had asked us in December if we could move this fast [with Covid-19 response] with no notice we would have said no way.”
VP, Specialty Pharmacy and Operations, Top 5 Healthcare Organization
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Proven W@H Infrastructure and Protocols

Enabling Real-time SME Utilization around the Country and around the Globe

Flexible

Rapid Response

Our proven infrastructure and protocols are ready at
a moments notice enabling SMEs anywhere around
the globe and right in your city.

A fully tested set of compliant protocols and
infrastructure is ready to deploy globally. Our
systems are secure with resources ready to
support you immediately.

Secure

Compliant

All facilities, infrastructure, hardware, software,
networks and applications are fully secure to ensure
maximum continuity. All offshore facilities are CMMi
Level 3, ISO 9001:2015, and ISO 27001:2013 certified.

We have 30 years of experience working in highly
regulated environments and understand many of
the challenges you may be facing. Our resources
and infrastructure meet all HIPAA requirements
and then some.

“Incredible [deployment of GxWorx™] – Can’t thank you enough! ”
CIO, Fortune 100 Healthcare Organization
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Achieving Resilience by the Numbers

Over 33 million
unemployed Americans require
opportunities, training,
educational alignment, and
urban revitalization
(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)

Over 4 million IT
professionals employed
in India alone competing
for U.S. jobs
(Source: NASSCOM)

Nearly 5 million IT
professionals located
inside the U.S. now
accessible through w@h
(Source: LinkedIn)

Estimated 3M IT
professionals live outside
major centers ready to fuel
urban renewal in their cities
(Source: IBISWorld Industry Report IT
Consulting in the US, April 2020)
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Outsource to America™

educate, re-train, empower and
deploy America’s resilient IT workforce
Considering the challenges in disruption of business operations and limitations of
traditional off-shore models, predicated on large-scale labor arbitrage, and the issues of
security, time zones, proximity, equipment, connectivity, privacy and host country national
interest, one cannot imagine a more compelling reason to bring work back onshore
O2A focuses IT spend on workforce redevelopment and urban revitalization in targeted
cities using public/private partnerships with GalaxE, core customers and state, educational
institutions, local and federal government
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